CmpE 202 -- Software Systems Engineering

Team Project 01 – Essay Requirements

Essay Properties:

1. The essay is a wake up call and provocative (BUT not offensive and not insulting), thought-provoking, challenging, simulating, inspiring, interesting, and motivating.
2. Introduce the topic to general audience but has enough for making it interesting to specialized group in the field
3. Pick on debatable, controversial, and arguable issues
4. Propose new ideas for research and practices
5. Encourage reader to think (special) & to respond or reply.
6. Mostly, there are no references (a few (one or two) is fine.)

Major Tasks:

1. Sign up for a heuristic

2. Discuss the selected significant heuristic with the professor and use the giving outline template.

3. You may iterate with the professor

[The essay size can be a range between 3 page to 4-5 pages.]

3. Deliverable Report that included with the proper template